Abstract

This paper proposes a new correlation index, named C, designed to measure the ability of a QSAR equation to correctly identify molecules characterized by high/low values of biochemical activity. Using observed/computed values of this activity - using examples taken from literature - we have compared the value of index C with the square of the Pearson $r^2$, Spearman $\rho^2$, and Kendall $\tau^2$ correlation indices. If $r^2$ is big ($r^2 > 0.7$) then the values of $r^2$, $\rho^2$, $\tau^2$ and C are quite well correlated, but if $r^2$ is low ($r^2 < 0.7$) then the correlation of $r^2$, $\rho^2$, $\tau^2$ and C is rather poor.
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